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In a previous paper (Beere, 1996), experimental phenomenology was used to research the experience of switching from one personality to another. That paper focused
exc:lusively on the results of that research. This paper will
discuss lhe !.heoreucal implic<llions of the results reported
in lhal previous paper and will be organized in the following fashion. First. a briefsummary ofcurrenl think.ingabout
switching will be presented. Second, the results of the prior
phenomenological research on switching (Beere. 1996) will
be summarized. Third, the implications of the phe·
nomenological results for current !.heoretical explanations
ofswitching will be extensively discussed. Last, dir«tions for
further research will be presented.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF CURRENT VIEWS
ON SWITCHING

changing from one alter personality to another and is a core
behavioral phenomenon in MPD" (Putnam, 1989. p. 117).
Switching isa most crucial experience to understand in DID
theory, research and treatment.
Given its core role. "[oJ ne mightexpect that there would
be a large introspective literature on switching. What does
it feel like to switch? Yet very little has been wriuen.
Researchers of allered stales of consciousness, in particular.
have tried to study the subj«tive state<.hange experience
with little success" (Putnam, 1988, p.27). Despite its core role,
only a small number of artic:les on switching have been pu~
luhed (Putnam, 1988; Lowenstein eta!., 1987).
Braude (1991) summarizes current views on switching:
"Switching personalities enables a multiple to cope with
exhaustion, pain, or other impairments to normal or opu.
mal functioning" (p. 45). Kluft (1993) stat~ the following:
The most distinguishing characteristic of multiple
personality disorder (MPD) is the presence ofalters
that recurrently innuence behavior and assume
executive control of the body. The first personalities develop in !.he course of an overwhelmed
child's efforts to contend and to cope with overwhelming circumstances. They enact alternative
strategies and approaches to the handling of difficult events, serve protective and self-soothing func·
lions, and internalize the constellation ofcvcntsand
relationships in which they are involved ... In many
patientS, both the alters and !.he process by which
they are formed rapidly attain secondary autonomy, and what had proved adaptive under duress may
become an ongoing and increasingtyelaborntoo way
of responding to life's events and challenges. (Kluft,
1993, p. 101)
Putnam (1989) presents the followingoverviewofswitching.

Most unique about Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID)
previously named Multiple Personality Disorder or MPD is
switching from one personality or identity to another. (See
DSM-IV, 1994, pp. 48+487.) Asserting the obvious, having DID
encompasses such switching. "Switching is the process of

Switching isa psychophysiological process that may
occur in a controlled or uncontrolled fashion. A
switch may be stimulated by !.he imemal dynamics
of the multiple's systcm, or it may be elicited by
events in the immediate cnvironmenL In general,
the alter personality prescm before the switch is
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replaced byanother personality. In some cases, however, both personalities will be pre5ent simultaneously.
As an MPD patient progresses through treatment, he or she gains control over the switching
process. Early on, switches tend to be triggered by
environmental cues or internal conOicts. and are
experienced as being outofvolitional control, particularly by the host personality. Many of the aher
personalities will be unaware of one another and
view life as a series of appearances and disappearances in which they often "wake up" in strange and
unusual circumstances. There is a certain adaptive
logic to the switching process, however, so that an
appropriate alter personality is called out in most
circumstances. (Pumam, 1989, p. 117)
Lowenstein, Gamihon, Alagna, Reid, and de Vries (1987)
used experiential sampling to assess state changes in a OlD
patient. They documented with naturalistic, self-repondata
that switching and coconsciousness occurred during the random time samplings.
Our data complement the clinical observation that
relatively few multiple personality alters havc frequent or habitual access to full control of the body
at times of reasonably good day-to-day functioning,
although others may manifest themselves, intrA-ps)'chically or co<onsciously or only come out for particuar activities, in response to specific situational
triggers, or at times of stress. . . .The relation
between enduring and abiding characteristics of
multiple personality disorder alternates and those
activated by dynamic and situational factors is an
important area for future research.
(Lowenstein et aI., 1987, p. 23)
Ross (1989), in a W"dysimilarto Putnam (1989) ,describes
switchingas elicited by triggers, using a non-articulated learning paradigm as explanation. '"Triggers ... often are related to specific details of the childhood trauma" and elicit
"internal stimuli, which are memories and feelings" (Ross,
1989, p. 103). Braun (1984) articulates a more specific statedependent learning paradigm. "The personalities o'fan MP
(DID] are probably called out (switching) viaaclassicallyconditioned (probablylimbic,ACfH-fadlilated) process and perpetuated in the present via operant conditioning and rein·
forcers" (p. 188).
Lowenstein (1991, p. 599) notes that states or alters can
overlap, interfere or blend. Furthennore, "allers can be called
out with asimple request~ (Ross, 1989, p. 235). Both Putnam
(1989) and Lowenstein (1991) describe the verbal evocation
of switching either by direct request or by asking either for
information or for emotion rele\'ant to another alter.

Putnam (1988) presented the most clearly articulated
theory of switching. He equates switching with a change in
state of consciousness, a state being discrete and discominuous. A state of consciousness is self-organizing and, as a
result. reorganizes behavior so as to be consist.enl. The state
evokes a non·linear response in affect. memory. anention,
cognition, ph)'Siological regulation, and self.
SUMMARY OF THE PHENOMENOWGICAL
RFSEARCH ON SWITCHING

The descriptions used in the phenomenological research
referred toabove (Beere, 1996) are consistent with theobservations about switching referred to in the prior section. They
demonstrate the variety of switch phenomena described in
the literature: controlled and uncontrolled, environmentally
and internally elicited, amnestic and co<onscious, appear·
ing in unusual situations, disappearing unpredictably, and
alters overlapping, blending and interfering. Only the number of described externally precipitated switches, howe\'er,
was sufficient for a phenomenological analysis. Consequently,
the analysis pertained to externally precipitated switches
alone.
The General Slrudltf'e if the &:Periftlt% <f ExtemaJly
Precipitated Switching
Externally precipilaled switching from one personality
to another has three contexts. First, within this person's experienced-totality, there are at least two personalities characterized by coherent and self-referential thoughts, memories,
traits, emotiolU, and behaviors, who can assume control of
the body. Second, the lived-world presents an energizing
Iived-situation for an alternotcurrentlyin con{l"ol of the body
and this lived-situation can lead to theenactmentofthe energ17-ed nced, impulse or emotion. If the person has been energi7-ed prior to entering the lived~ituation, this prior energizing predisposes the DID person to react even more
strongly in the lived-situation. Third, the executive alter constitutes itself so as to exclude the energized need, impulse
or emotion evoked for the second alter in the lived-situation.
While the self<onstitution of the executive alter excludes
the experience or expression ofthese specifie needs, impulses or actions, the self<onstiwtion of the alter currel1tly nOt
in control both includes the expression of these specifie
needs, impulses or actions and they possess signi(jcance for
this second alter's being·in-the-world. The Iived-world presentssituations which unfold toward a livable-future and, in
the process of that unfolding, elicit increasingly intense
responses in the non<omrolling alter as lived-possibilities
crystallize into realizable experience, expression or action.
Switching seems predicated on the experienced belief that
events will proceed toward a specific outcome, often, but not
necessarily fearful or painful, to which an alter reacts in characteristic ways. The alter for whom these possibilities are ener-
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gizing and livable engages in psychological activiticsdesigned
to actualize them as lived-realities. When the intensity escalates, the non-<:ontrolling alter, whose self-<:onstitution
includes accepting, expressing or enacting these particular,
energized needs, impulses or emotions, assumes control of
the body after the intensity overwhelms the executive alter
and the second alter takes over. That a lived-possibilieycould,
in fact, become a reality evokes the switch to me second aller.
To phrase this differently, as the aperience inu=:nsifies and
becomes less distant, the executive alter's ability to maintain
control lessens until the energized alter takes over. The new
alter's being-in-thc-world represents itself as a unique livedbody in a unique lived-world. Mterwards, when the prior executive alter has resumed control, that alter frequently has negative emotional reactions to having switched.

BriefSummary ofAdditional Ql1Idus1ons
Switching was nOlalways triggered by fear, pain or stress.
Intensity ofstate, not fear, pain or stress, was a necessary precondition forextemalty precipitated switching. Furthennore,
switching required that the alter currently in control had a
rigidself-<:onstitution which excluded that particular, intense
state. Switching always involved taking control of lhe body.
Bodilycontrol makes action in the world possible. Conscious
activity and bodily control by alters are distinctly different;
only one alter controls the body at a given time. Switching
intends to make actual a potential and significant lived-possibility for the "new" alter. The assumption of bodily control
follows intensification associated with that realizable possibility. This analysis yielded the following conclusion: $elf-eontrol is bounded by how identity is constituted in consciousness; a self can only control experiences lhat occur wilhin
its boundaries. Importantly, however, non-executive alters
can, without the awareness or choice of the executive alter,
perceive worldly C"'ents, anticipate possibilities, and plan
future actions. In addition, non-executive alters can influence aecutive alters.
IMPUCATIONS OF THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL
RESULTS FOR CURRENT THEORETICAL
EXPlANATIONS OF SWITCHING
These results have significant implications for current
conceptualizations of switching: I) as a WdY to cope; 2) as a
way to defend; 3) as elicited by strcss; 4) as sta~ependent
learning; 5) as triggered; and 6) as self-organized states of
consciousness. The results suppo" more recent thinking on
7) identity (Horev;tz, 1994). Each of these topics will be discussed in the following section.

of negative experience. Although this seems to characterize
many switches (Beere, 1996), it does notadequately explain
the four-year-old coming out to talk toSaota.lhe alters wanting to watch the kids dressed up on Halloween, and possi.
bly the $Cxual alter who goes to Las Vegas. Switching. in these
situations, did not seem to be motivated to cope with negative or noxious affect. The assumption that switching
inevitably implies a reaction to a dysphoric inner state (such
as fear, pain. anxiety or stress) seems incorrecL

2) Swi tchuW as Defmse
Lowenstein et al. (1987) state the reason some consider !twitching defensive: "... multiple personality disorder
develops as a childhood defense against overwhelming trauma" (p. 23). Since alters develop defensively. so the argument follows, switching is a1$O defensive. Referring again to
the switch of the four-year-old talking to Santa and the alter
watching the costumed kids (lkere, 1996, examples twO and
lhree), it is difficullto consider these switChes defensive. It
appears that switching cannot automatically be assumed to
be defensive. As K1uft (1993) wrou=:, "alten .. [can) ... attain
secondary autonomy" (p.IOl), ~n ifdeveloped :u: a defensive or coping mechanism.
J) Swik:hing in Response to PsydJosocial Stnss

The only observation about switching in the DSM-N
(1994) is '"Transitions among identities are often triggered
by psychosocial stress" (p. 485). As should be apparent
from the phenomenological analysis and lhe descriptions
themselves, the strcss experienced has frequently been
created by the DID individual. The woman (example one
in Ikere, 1996) who discovered herself talking to the dealer in Las Vt1,roiS was in a situation created by another alter.
The alters switching in response to the drive across the city
on Halloween (Beere, 1996, example three) were reacting
out of their own interests and idiosyncrasies. In other
words. an objective. external psychosocial stress was seldom the sole Illotive behind the switch.

4) Triggers
Ross (1989) describes switching as activated by "triggers
... (which] often are related to specific details of the childhood trauma" and elicit "internal stimuli, which are memories and feelings" (p. 103). Although some of descriptions
involve specific stimuli which act as triggers, in general, the
described switches mostly involve anticipating unfolding situations which will have significance to tile alter who will come
out. This complex, future-Qriemed involvement does not
match the stimulus-response paradigm underlying "triggers."
Furthennore, no descriptions repon overt memories ofchildhood trauma.

1) Switching as Coping

Br.lUde (1991) expresses what is most frequently asserted about switching: It is an attempt to cope wilh some kind

5) State-DejJet.dent Learni,'lJ
The state-depcndent learning (SDL) model asserts that
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alters developed as coping mechanisms during traumatic
states and that the re-presentation ofthat same state activates
the prior learned coping mechanism, namely, the alter.
Braun (1984) explains that alters form and, thus, switch via
a physiological state which is classically conditioned to eliciting triggers and the state itself is linked to mental phenomena such as identity and memory retrieval. The present
resulls have significant implications for the SOL theory. First,
energized state was a precondition for switching. In fact. being
pre-energized (for example. angry, tense or upset). prior to
asituation,seemed to prime reactionsofa specific alter. The
results match this facet of the theory. Second. on the basis
of the SOL model, one would not expect positive or neutral
states to be associated with switching as was the case in several descriptions. In other words, since negative affect created the alters, nega.tive affect must be associated with their
elicitation. Positive or neutral affect, therefore, should nOl
be associated with switching. Nonetheless, in connict with
the SOL theory, switching was evoked by positive states.
Braun (1984) also theorizes that switching (based on the
SOL model) is perpetuated in the present via operant conditioning and reinforcement. Reflecting on the complexity
of the switching process presented in these descriptions, classical and operant conditioning aswell as reinforcement must
be involved. On the other hand. alters interpret events,
engage in complex cognitive processing, make plans byanticipating the future. and subtly and/or actively influence the
executive alter. sometimes for weeks. This extensive and complex cognitive. behavioral aDd emotional processing prior
to and eventually leading to a switch seems autonomously
motivated. In other words, many switches seem to occur from
active and intentional efforts on the part of the alter. and
do not appear to be an automatic and classicallyconditioned
response to an emotional state or to a trigger. In most situations, a non-existem situation, a future possibility, seems to
trigger the switch.
In addition, what is not explained by the SOL model is
how a switch occurs. At first blush, it would appear obvious
that once a state is experienced, it brings up its associated
alter. It does not, however, seem so obvious to the present
author. A state is a subjective response to events. In this
regard, states were frequently activated by an alter's initial
response to and perception of events. The alter was often
consciously operating before the state was activated. In other
words. while on the one hand the person might have been
energized by "objective" circumstances, on other occasions.
the objective circumstance was experienced in an idiosyncratic and energiz.ing fashion by the aller. In this second situation, rather than the state triggers the alter, the alter triggered the state.
In summary. the SOL model matches the consistentenergization associated with switching. Three results. however.
are not consistent with the SOL model: switching to positive
emotional states, anticipatory planning which leads to a

switch, and an alter's active role in perceiving a situation as
potentially energizing prior to that state coming about.
6) Self-Organi:::ing States of Cmuciousness
PuUlam has written about switching more than any other
author (PuUlam. 1988. 1989. 1991). He (PuUlam, 1988)
hypothesizes a normative subsuate for switching derived from
transitions between behavioral states which possess an inherent organization in infants, and seem analogous to the switches between alters in OID. Such slate transitions are also apparent with mood shifts in adult psychiatric patients. Appearing
at birth, states seem to be foundational and organizational
structures for consciousness, attention. memory. psychophysiology, and behavior. The present results must be
considered in the light of his theory.
According to Putnam (1988), !l\vil,ching stem.~ from :l
change in state of consciousness. "State transitions are
marked by non-linear changes in ... patterns of behavior
differing along axes of affect, access to memory, attention
and cognition, regulatory physiology, and sense of seW' (p.
24). A state of consciousness is a discrete and self-organizing pattern of behavior. Consequently. it is discominuous
with prior and subsequent states.
"States." according to Putnam (1988) are "lhe fundamental unit of organization of consciousness" (p. 25).
Normal development leads to a smoothing out and differentiation ofthe.sc states.

Multiple personality can be thought of as a disorder in which the individual's consciousness is organiz.ed [the research supports this) into a series of
discrete dissociative states (alter personalities) centered around specific affects. body images, modes
ofcognition and perception, sta~ependentmemories, and behaviors. By and large the transitions
between these rarified states [ofconsciousness] are
abrupt and discontinuous compared to the
smoother transitions between normal states of can·
sdousness (p. 26).
Putnam (1988) defines a statc-changc or switch:
as the psychobiological events associated with shifts
in state of consciousness as manifest by changes in
state--related variables such as affect, access to memories. sense of self, cognitive and perceptual slyle.
and often reflected in alterations in facial expre~
sian. speech and motor activity. and interpersonal
relatedness (p. 26).
Before discussing Putnam's (1988) theory. a caveat
must be made: the current research relates to externally precipitated switches. Putnam, by COntrast, discusses all kinds
ofswitches - ones consciously chosen, switching in response
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to requests by researchers and therapists and those precipilated byextemal events as .....ell as internal dynamics. An adequate theory, however, must explain all of these phenomena. Consequently, even though Putnam does not isolate
externally precipitated switches in his discussion, the results
remain an adequate "mirror" to hold up to the theory. In
addition, there are some internal contradictions which surface when the current results are applied lO Putnam's Lhe0,),.

Consc:iousn4r (Mind) And/Or PhysiDlqgJ (Bod,). Issues of
consciousness per se will be considered later; however, the
fundamental position taken by Putnam in his theory is that
switching is a change in state of consciousness where consciousness is "organized into a series of discrete dissociative
stales (alter personalities)" (po 26). Laler I'utnam defines "a
state<hange or switch as Lhe psychobiological events associaled with shins in slate of consciousness" (p. 26). Putnam
integrates mind and body- as state of mind changes so does
body.
According to Putnam, if an alter is present in consciousness, then consciousness has reorganized to accord with
that pal'licular self-org-.mizing state along with its associated
psychobiological accompaniments. Numerous descriptions
in this research (Beere, 1996) present siluations in which
alters are present in consciousness, observe what is occurring, yet cannot control the body. In other words, according to these descriptions, an alter, a self-organizing slate of
consciousness, does not inevitably bring its associated psychobiology. One must, therefore, based on these results,
make a distinction between the state of consciousness and
the psychobiology ofan alter. By implication, switchingcan.
not adequately be explained by a change in stale of consciousness.
Consciounw.r Changes as a Whole. An assumption underlying Putnam's (1988) position is lhat when consciousness
changes it does so as a whole. In this sense, consciousness is
unitary. Thus, a switch from one personality to another
involves a transition of the whole ofconsciousness from one
state lO another. The instability associaled with the transition, according to PuUlam, explains why an alter's memory
during lhattransition will be disrupted.
As the author understands the logic of Putnam's (1988)
position, since consciousness self-organizes in a self-maintaining and self-regulating way, when an alter is active in consciousness (in other words, when a specific alter's state of
consciousness is active) it will reorganize the whole of consciousness. Once again, the results of the currenl study do
not support this conclusion. There are frequentdescriptions
of multiple stales of consciousness coexisting. In other
words, a Slate ofconsciousness (here defined as an alter) does
not lead to a reorganization of the whole of consciousness.
A passage on "Mixed States" indicates that Putnam (1988)
is aware that multiple states ofconsciousness still need to be
understood.

Abrupt Change in Slale 01 Consciou.nuss. Putnam (1988)
writes "by and large the transitions between these rarified
states [ofconsciousness] are abrupt" (p. 26). Focusingpurelyon state of consciousness, several alters can be in consciousness at the same lime and can be aware of each other.
Furthermore, executive control can alternate while each
remains aware of the oLher. Consequently, the results do not
match the conclusion that the transitions in consciousness
are abrupt when switching occurs.
Disr.nu and DisumtinuOU$ Changes in Stale 01Conscioustuss.
Referring to characteristics of alters by referring to the literature on consciousness, Putnam (1988) states, '"The first
[central property of stales of consciousness] is the idea that
states are discrete and discontinuous" (p. 24). In the following
paragraphs, these twO conditions, discrete and discontinuous, will be considered from the pointofviewwhich emerges
from the descriptions of switching.
Context must first be clarified. Putnam (1988) is explaining changes in staleS of consciousness. In other words, consciousness is changing over time. At time TI, allerl, or state
ofconsciousness 1, has sclf-organized consciousness in a particularway; laler, at time 1"2, alter2, or state of consciousness
2, has self.arganized consciousness differently. There is no
continuity over time: the existence of alter1 is interrupted
at the time of the switch; in addition, alter2 does not exist
in consciousness until after the switch. Thus, aJter I and alter2
are discrete, meaning they are separate or distincL
The conceptualization of swilching as discrete rests on
the assumption that consciousness changes unitarily. As
already demonstrated, the unitary change of consciousness
does not match the currentresulLS. Let us, however, take the
paradigm outlined in the previous paragraph and lest it
against the results. In this pantdigm, alter2 does not exisl as
a state of consciousness prior to switching. As pointed OUl
earlier, allen exist as Slates ofconsciousness prior to a swiLCh.
In terms of the "discrete" condition for change of consciousness, therefore, the present results indicate thatallerl
can be in executive control while alter2 exisLS in conscious-ness prior lo switching. This does not support the "discrete"
assumption made by Putnam (1988). Furthermore, the conceptualization of consciousness as unitary, or characterized
by a single state, also is not supported by the phenomenological results.
The "discontinuity" condition means a break or gap in
the continued existence of an alter. In other words, when a
non-executive alter switches in, il comes into existence in
consciousness and when anOlher aller takes over, the prior
alter disappears from consciousness. It should be apparenl
from the prior discussion that non-executive alters who later
swilch in can be present in consciousness prior to the switch.
Furthermore, alters who are switched out can also remain
aware or in consciousness. The "discontinuity" condition,
therefore, is not supported by the descriptions.
Summarizing this critique, Putnam's (1988) explanation
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ofswitching as self<lrg'<mizing Slates ofconsciousness has several conceptual and empirical difliculties. The underlying
assumption that consciousness changes as a whole did not
match the evidence. Furthermore, !>'Witching was neither
abropl, discrete nor discontinuous.
The difficulties in Pumam's (1988) theory stem from its
assertion that switching is a change in state ofconsciousness.
As repeatedly emphasized earlier, switching involves taking
control of the body. There is an explicit experiential distinction in the descriptions between an alter functioning in
consciousness and that alter controlling the body.
Consequently, an analysis of switching must focus on control ofthe body, not consciousness in isolation from the body.
Paradoxically, the phenomenological results do match the
characteristics Putnam (1988) uses to describe switching:
when an alter assumes control of the body it is a unitary or
holistic change that is abropt, discrete, and discontinuous.
Thus, the difficulties with the theory arose by focusing exclusively on consciousness. In addition, the characteristics of
alters described by PUlnam (1988) as being organized
around specific structures for consciousness, attention,
memory, and behavior is consistent with the phenomenological results.
7) Identity or Self-Constiwtion

In contradistinction to the SDL and self~rganizingstate
paradigms, the results indicate that when the self is constituted in an alternative fashion then alternative needs, affects,
and memories are experientiable. Thus, psychophysiological functioning seems not to be dependent on the state but
on the self-constitution of the alter in control of the body.
A recent review by Horevitz (1994) makes a similar observation: ~It is believed that the un integrated or parallel-processed experience is not lost, but '<lther encoded not only
in terms of emotions (state dependency) but also in terms
of personal identity (identity alteration) ~ (p. 440). It should
be apparent From the earlier discussion that both emotion
and identity are involved in switching. Although on first
reflection, it might appear that neither emotion nor identity would be more primary than the other in eliciting switches, as one considers the descriptions further, identity or selfconstitution seems more fundamental than state for
switching. (See the SDL section.)
The descriptions ofswitching (Beere, 1996) demonstrate
that the dominant factor in switching is the identity of the
a.lter. Self-constitution guides, among other processes, perception, memory, belief,judgment, affect, goals, and action.
In an unpublished switch episode studied in Beere (1996),
an alter is described as making plans and influencing the
executive alter's actions. This non-executive alter seems motivated to act by some date, although not necessarily energized.
In other words, this alter seems to have a conscious goal (to
kill the abuser) consistent with its identity (protector) and
maintains its behind the scenes influence over weeks. An overt

switch occurs when the alter is afraid that it cannot protect
the person by killing the abuser. At this point, emotion escalates, the alter attacks the therapist and the client's usual executive alter loses control ofthe body. The energization or state
necessary to elicit switching comes about after weeks ofinfluence by the alter. Thus, identity or self-eonstitution are more
fundamental than emotion or intensity of state: it is a precondition for the switch and facilitates the energization.
Self-constitution, therefore, guides what is perceived and
how that is responded to emotionally. Alters possess an identity in consciousness which involves specific kinds of emotions, memories, thoughts,judgements, actions, and beliefs.
This structuring of consciousness and perception need not
lead to switching, here defined as taking control ofthe body.
Based on the descriptions, alter identities arise when experience presents in W'"dYS significant to them. Activation ofalters
in consciousness does not seem to require state-dependent
elicitation but meaningfulness or significance. Switching,
however, does require an energized state plus a liveablefuture, significant for the emergent alter's being-in-the-world.
Spiegel (1990) discusses self as a locator of memory and
drive, similar to the conclusions presented in the previous
paragraphs: ~ ... each cluster of dissociated elements carries
with it a different self that emerges from its role in regulating its own subset of elements... The awareness of self ...
is colored by stluuw dJqiu of memories, experiences, and
desires... ~ (p. 133-134, italics added).
The Change f"roass. The descriptions reveal the following aboul self-constitution in relation lO change in therapy.
Ifan alter's self-constitution is rigid, switching is abrupl, dis-continuous, and amnestic. When the alter's self-constitution
becomes more inclusive (as a result of change or therapy),
the alter can acknowledge the experience of previously discrepant energized states and cognitions. The alter might then
become aW'<lrc of the switch process and of the thoughts, emotions, and actions of another alter's being in control of the
body. This is the beginnings of co-consciousness. Although
this is not articulaLCd in the descriptions, it would seem that
when an alLercan accept as its own another alter's emotions,
thoughts, and memories, fusion has begun La occur.
Differences in Memory lUtrieual. There are conflictual
results concerning implicit and explicit memory across different alters (Putnam, 1991, p. 494). The results of the current study might provide a preliminary explanation.
Events/experiences can be perceived and processed independently of the current executive aller. What is nOl clear
from the descriptions is why that information is inconsistently
perceived and processed or what stimulates or inhibits its
perception and processing. The following hypotheses extend
the results of the current research to those other studies.
I~formation or processes excluded by a particular alter's selfconstitution, that is, for which it would be amnestic, will not
transfer to it from another alter. In contr'"dSt, information or
processes included in a particular alter's self-constitution will
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trAnsfer to it from another alter. Neutral information or processes, which could be accepted within the self-constitution
or any alter, will transfer across alters. The issue. therefore.
pertains 10 what is and is nOl consistent with the self-eonsti·
tution of the particular allers involved.
Summary VIJ-a-Vrs ldmtit, or &If-Ccn.stilutWn. The results
support current notions of the importance of identity (selfconstitution in this article) which seems more fundamental
than state oremotion in swilChing. As concluded earlier, self·
constitution guides how an alter responds either internally
or eXlernally, and can eventually lead to increased ener·
gi7..ation bringing about control orthe body in order to bring
10 fruition a signilicant happening in the world. Emotion is
only one kind of energization.
SUMMARY OF THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE
PHENOMENOLOGICAL RESULTS FOR
CURRENT THEORIES

The results provide suppon for current notions about
the role ofidentity (self-constitution in this paper) in switching. Olher theoretical ideas or assumptions did nOl receive
suppon based on the following logic: If several examples of
switching are inconsistent with current views, then those views
are nOt a comprehensive explanation for switching.
Switching, for example, did not seem to be explained adequately as a mechanism to cope, defend or manage stress.
This docs not imply thalswitehingcan never be used in this
fashion; these explanations are nOlcomprehensive orexhamlive.
Even though stale (energization) was critical in evoking
a switch, the SOL thcory does not adequately explain how a
switch occurs: allers seem to generate the state rather than
the state triggering the alter. A similar difficulty arises with
the notion of "triggers" since they appear to be a function
of the meaning attributed to thcm by the perceiving alter.
This does not imply that triggers can never elicit a !>witch;
rather, such an explanation is not comprehensive. The notion
that switching occurs as a state-ehange in consciousness also
was not supported by the descriptions since consciousness
did not change asa whole and the assumption of bodily control by an altcr was neither discrete nor discontinuous for
the non-executivc alter's conscious state. Overall, the idenlity or self-constitution of an alter seemed more significantly involved in swilching since the meanings of experiences,
whether inlernal or external, seemed to be mostsignilicanl
in bringing about a switch.
Elsewhere Beere (1995) speculated about the formation
of alters as follows:
Real world events put the person in a situation in
which actions must be taken yet "cannot" be performed by the current self. ... Thus, horritying acts,
totally inconsistent with one's current identity,

would lead to an alter self. Note that "horrifying"
is defined by the self-concepL Thus, someone diagnosed with fugue finds spontaneity a necessity yet
the prior identity cannot express those needs and
impulses and finds lhem horritying. The author
believes that many children who become DID are
forced to act in ways totally identity-discrepantand
to engage in identity-discrepant, actions requires a
new identity. Finally, it is unclear to the author
whether action is necessary for a change in identityorwhether intentions which are horrifyingly selfdiscrepant are sufficient to evoke a change in idenlity.
(Beere,l995, p. 173)
It would appear that Beere's (1995) speculations have
been supported by the phenomenological results. In addition, Beere's (1995) perceptual theory of dissociation posits
that dissociation occurs when asiluation is highly meaningful
for the individual and subjectively intense. These lWO situational characteristics have also been associaled with switching. Consequently. the results of the phenomenological
research on switching also support Beerc's (1995) perceptual theory of dissociation.

DIRECIlON FOR nJRTHER RESFARCH
The r~ults of lhe phenomenological research are limited to externally elicited swilching; lhus, other kinds of
switehing need lO be researched to clarify their relationship
lO the present results. There are, in addition, particular questions which arise about how alters function.
Thc outcome of Beerc's (1996) study might have been
colored by the precise question asked. By asking DID individuals to describe switching from one personality to one
other personality, the respondents mighl have dcscribed
switching which involved single personalities. This is consistent with the results of the sludy which suggest lhal only
one alter controls the body at onc time and that apparent
simultaneity of control is actually sequentiality. In other
words, alters battle for control, evenly matched, and take over
and lose control in rapid succession. A follow-up study could
request descriptions of tWO or more alters being simultaneously in control of the body.
By contrast, s:multaneous alters were present in consciousness. If several alters were able to control the body at
once, do they control different spheres ofactivity? One mighl
anticipate, in the context of recent research on implicitexplicit memory (Schachter, 1992), modality or part-specific control by different altcrs.
Another possible artifact relates to volitional swiLChing.
The single "consciously decided" swiLCh derived from an overwhelming inlensification ofcompeting responses that interfered with control by lhe executive alter. Once again, the
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particular question asked in this study might have invited
descriptions of non-volitional switching. A follow-up study
could analyze descriptions of cOmlcious switching.
Three other kinds of switching are mentioned in the literature: internally (dynamically) activated switches. overt
requests by an outside person such as a therapist, and stimulus triggered switches. These also could be researched.
I.astly, there isa .series ofquestions which this study brings
to the fore. Whal is the experience of an inner boundary?
How do non-multiples shift states? What is the experience
of loss of control in obsessions, compulsions, and phobias?
There is also a large number of questions about the functioning ofalters. Are there alters who are only conscious and
never assume control of the body? What is the difference
~lWeen ~ing consciow and being in control of the body?
Was an alter initially created when it first took control of the
body? Are alters always created via negative and overwhelming affect or are there ways in which. once learned.
alter fonnation becomes a template for later patterns? Are
some ahers created during non-traumatic times?
Can conclusions about the creation of alters be drawn
from the results? If the conclusion reached here is robust,
then an aher is possibly generated to provide control otherwise unavailable to the prior alter. The possible error in
this logic is confusing the current functioning of alters with
their causation. If we consider the observations made abom
self<onslitution, an aller eventually become integrated
"around" a unique identity which limits the range of possible experience. Could a dissociative substrate which somehow separates experiences have been established via learning or genetics prior to initial identity fonnation?
As is the case with much research, the current results
raise more questions than they answer. Nonetheless, a phenomenological approach, using qualitath'e research methods, has proved useful as a preliminary exploration of the
inner world of DID individuals. •
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